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ABSTRACT
Complex queries make heavy use of join, aggregation and
sorting operations and these operations are memory intensive. Typi al optimizers assume all the memory to be available to ea h operator in the query tree. But while exe uting
pipelines memory will get divided amongst all the operators running simultaneously in a pipeline. The ost of an
operator generally depends on the available memory. If the
memory allo ated to an operator is less than what an optimizer assumes, ost estimated by the optimizer would be
wrong. Thus the query optimization and memory distribution are interdependent and if done separately may not yield
best results. The query optimizer should not only onsider
the total memory available but should also de ide how to
divide it optimally among the operators of the plan.
We show how to optimize a query given the ost versus
memory allo ation fun tion for ea h operator. We have extended the Vol ano optimizer to make it memory ognizant.
Part of the job of the optimizer is to de ide whi h edge to
pipeline and whi h edge to blo k. A pipelinable edge an be
broken (i.e. onverted) into a blo king edge. But the de ision to break a pipelinable edge depends upon whether the
extra memory available to individual pipelinable trees thus
formed an more than o set the extra disk IO of the intermediate results. This de ision is integrated into our memory
ognizant optimizer.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Complex queries make heavy use of join, aggregation and
sorting operations whi h are memory intensive. Conventional query optimizers have the drawba k that they assume
ea h of these operators an avail entire memory available to
the query exe ution engine. This assumption is learly not
valid when exe uting a pipeline, where the available memory has to be divided among several on urrently exe uting
operators in the pipeline and may lead to suboptimal plans.
Motivating Example: Consider a query R 1 T 1 S
with two join predi ates: one between relations R and T
and other between relations S and T . Cross produ ts are
not allowed. Relation sizes are jRj = 60, jS j = 60 and
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jT j = 130 disk blo ks, memory available is 80 blo ks.

Cost
is measured in terms of number of disk blo k a esses.
A traditional optimizer generates plan shown in Figure 1(a)
and (b). Sin e the available memory is suÆ ient to exe ute
either of the two nested loops join operators in memory, the
two nested loops join operators in the plan are assumed to
run in pipelined fashion in the best plan. The estimated
ost of this plan is the ost of reading ea h relation on e
from the disk and equals jRj + jS j + jT j = 240. However,
both nested loops join operators annot be exe uted simultaneously in given memory. Thus the ost predi ted by the
optimizer is ina urate; the a tual ost is more than the estimated ost and depends upon s heduling of the operators
in given memory. For example, as shown in Figure 1(a) a
worst- ase memory s heduling will allo ate 79 blo ks to one
nested loops join and only one unit to other, thus making the
ost approximately 7860 units whi h is signi antly higher
than the estimated ost.
Least ost would be in urred when the memory is divided
equally between the operators as shown in Figure 1(b), Here
the total ost in urred will be 610 units and is the optimal
for the given query plan and the given memory.
However, if we employ hybrid hash1 join instead of nested
loops join for the two join operations as shown in Figure 1( )
and equally divide memory between the two joins, the total
ost in urred will be 500 and the plan is optimal for given
memory.
2
The example illustrates two key issues: First, ost of a
plan may hange when division of memory is hanged. Se ond, the hoi e of plan itself needs to involve onsideration
of memory allo ation.
We propose two approa hes to solve this problem: a 2phase approa h and a 1-phase approa h.
In the 2-phase approa h, we rst optimize the query using
a onventional optimizer to get a traditional optimal plan,
and in the se ond phase we divide memory among operators in ea h pipeline of the plan so that ea h pipeline runs
optimally in available memory. In the example above, Figure 1(b) shows appli ation of the 2-phase approa h.
In the 1-phase approa h we modify the traditional query
optimizer to make it memory ognizant. The modi ed optimizer takes into a ount division of memory amongst operators while hoosing between equivalent plans. In the ex1
assume left input to be a build input and right input to be
a probe input
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Figure 1: Motivating Example

ample above, Figure 1( ) shows appli ation of the 2-phase
approa h.
Although the 2-phase approa h is able to optimally divide
the available memory amongst the operators of a given plan,
it may not ne essarily give the optimal exe ution time for a
query sin e the plan being onsidered may itself be suboptimal for available memory. Therefore, the 1-phase approa h
seems to be a better alternative.
In this paper we address the problem of hoosing an optimal, memory-aware exe ution plan for a query given the
ost versus memory allo ation fun tion for ea h operator.
We build memory ognizant query optimizer to solve this
problem. Our ontributions are as follows:









We design eÆ ient te hniques to divide the available
memory optimally among operators in a pipeline. If
done naively, this pro ess an take time quadrati in
the available memory size, and is impra ti al. We show
how to solve this problem in reasonable time by using
pie ewise linear approximation of ost-versus-memory
fun tions of various operators.
We show how some of the assumptions made while
evaluating ost of various operators are not valid when
ost is a fun tion of available memory and we are dividing memory amongst operators. Based on these
observations we de ne various memory ognizant exeution algorithms/s hemes for ea h operator.
We show how to make a ost-based de ision of breaking (i.e. onverting) a pipelined edge into a blo king
edge so that the hild operator writes the intermediate result to the disk and the parent operator reads it
ba k. The de ision to break a pipelinable edge depends
upon whether the extra memory available to individual pipelinable trees thus formed an more than o set
the extra disk IO of the intermediate results. This deision is integrated into memory ognizant optimizer.
It has been onje tured [7℄ that 1PO will perform no
better than 2PO. But the paper gives no on lusive
eviden e of this laim. We evaluate 1PO against 2PO
and study the results obtained. Performan e results
show that 2PO performs reasonably well as ompared
to 1PO for tests ondu ted.

Our dis ussion is in the ontext of Vol ano query optimizer [3℄ but the te hniques an be used with a System-R
style optimizer [10℄ also.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We disuss the related work in Se tion 2. Se tion 3 gives brief
overview of memory ognizant exe ution algorithms.
In
Se tion 4 we present our te hnique for hoosing the optimal
division of memory among a set of on urrently running operators. This te hnique forms an important building blo k
of our algorithm for sele ting the overall optimal plan. Se tion 5 des ribes the basi Vol ano query optimizer, in luding
the representation for the sear h spa e of all possible query
plans. Se tion 6 des ribes how the Vol ano optimizer is
extended to in lude memory- ognizan e and also des ribes
how pipeline breaking de ision is taken in ost-based manner. In Se tion 7 we present some experimental results, and
nally on lude in Se tion 8.

2. RELATED WORK
Previous work on resour e management mainly deals with
s heduling resour es eÆ iently for exe uting a given query
plan. These resour e s heduling de isions do not intera t
with the query optimizer and the two problems (query optimization and s heduling) are solved in separate phases: the
query is optimized rst to ome up with a plan, and then
the plan is s heduled.
Query s hedulers an be broadly lassi ed into two ategories: stati s hedulers and dynami s hedulers. Stati
s heduling is applied after query optimization and before exe ution. The dynami s heduling strategy is integrated with
the query exe ution engine and makes the engine adaptive
to u tuations in resour e availability.
To the best of our knowledge no previous work has tried
to integrate s heduling de isions in query optimizer and our
work is the rst one to do this (1PO). Several papers have
onsidered s heduling of query plans (2PO). Again, to the
best of our knowledge no previous work has tried ost-based
s heduling and all the previous s heduling strategies are
heuristi based, the only ex eption being a strategy proposed by Nag and DeWitt[7℄ whi h assumes operator ost
fun tions to be linear w.r.t to memory. They [7℄ onje ture that 1PO will perform no better than 2PO but give no

on lusive eviden e of this laim.
Yu and Cornell [11℄ onsider an environment of on urrently running queries and study the problem of memory
allo ation to individual queries. They de ne a on ept of
return-on- onsumption (ROC) to study overall redu tion in
response time due to additional memory allo ation to a
query. Ea h query is assumed to be a single-join query. A
memory s heduling poli y is proposed wherein more memory is allo ated to queries whi h have high value of ROC.
Mehta and DeWitt[6℄ also onsider the problem of memory s heduling in multi-query environment. They divide
queries in di erent ategories depending upon their memory requirement and provide several heuristi s for memory
allo ation depending upon the lassi ation. Again, only
single-join queries are onsidered and only hash join operator is onsidered.
Bouganim et al.[1℄ propose various stati and dynami
s heduling s hemes for a query tree. They split a given query
tree into a set of maximal pipeline hains, ea h alled p task
and s heduled separately. Under stati s heduling they propose several heuristi -based strategies to divide memory
op
among operators depending upon minimum (Mmin
) and
op
maximum (Mmax ) memory requirements of ea h operator.
The heuristi s proposed in lude: divide memory equally
amongst the operators, allo ate maximum memory to the
op , give ea h operaoperator whi h has the smallest Mmax
op , and give maximum
tor memory in proportion to its Mmax
op .
amount of memory to an operator having the largest Mmax
Under dynami s heduling strategy they propose a memory adaptive exe ution engine, whi h dynami ally allo ates
memory and hanges query s heduling as and when required.
If the memory requirement of a p task an not be satis ed,
they split the p task into segments to be s heduled separately. The s heduling strategies de ned onsider only maximum and minimum memory requirement of the operators
and the memory allo ation de ision is not ost-based.
Nag and DeWitt[7℄ propose several heuristi based stati
s heduling strategies whi h are more or less similar to those
proposed by Bouganim et al.[1℄. They divide a query tree
into on urrently s hedulable units alled shelves and divide
memory amongst operators in a shelf. They also propose a
ost based strategy whi h assumes operator ost model to
be linear. We onsider more general ost model.
Davison and Graefe[2℄ and Zeller and Gray[12℄ show how
to make a single hash join adaptive to memory u tuations
but do not onsider s heduling of an entire query plan. Pang
et.al.[8℄ examine the same problem in the ontext of realtime databases where the priority of a query needs to be
onsidered and a query may need to be s heduled in absen e
of suÆ ient memory.




It is assumed that for a join operator, the smaller of
the two inputs is outer or left input and the larger one
is inner or right input and this yields optimal ost.
This assumption is not valid as des ribed further.
It is assumed that in multiphase sort or hash operation
ea h merging or partitioning phase utilizes all available
memory but in reality the rst and the last phase need
to share the available memory with hild operator and
parent operator resp. and only intermediate phases
utilize all available memory.

Based on these observations we de ne various exe ution
s hemes for ea h operator whi h primarily di tate s heduling of various phases of an operator, memory utilization of
these phases and whi h one of the two inputs a ts as left
input for join operation. We de ne following four s hemes
for exe uting a nested loops join (N LJ ) operator. Similar
s hemes for rest of the operators an be found in [4℄. Let
Mtot be total available memory, M be memory available for
the plan tree rooted at N LJ and L be size of left input.





Initially left input tree is ompletely proessed to generate all left input tuples whi h are stored
in-memory. Then right input tree is pro essed and
right input tuples, as generated, are mat hed with left
input tuples whi h are memory resident. Thus the left
input is blo king though it is not written to disk, and
the right input is pipelined.
Of the memory, M units, allo ated to the tree, L units
is used by N LJ for storing left input. Thus remaining
(M L) units is used for pro essing the left input
tree. On e the left input tree is pro essed, the right
input tree is exe uted and it also gets (M L) units
of memory for its exe ution.

S heme 1:

S heme 2: Here again the left input tree is blo king and the right input is pipelined but the left input
is written to disk. The left input is ompletely proessed before N LJ starts and all the left input tuples
are stored on the disk. Then the right input is exe uted in pipelined fashion with N LJ . As the left
input is written to disk, N LJ an use memory less
than L units (unlike s heme 1) and read the left input
multiple times from disk.
As the left input is pro essed independently, it uses
(Mtot 1) units of memory for its exe ution. One unit
is used for bu ering the tuples before writing them to
the disk. Then the right input is exe uted in pipelined
fashion with N LJ . So M units memory, allo ated to
the tree, will be divided optimally between N LJ and
the right input, say M units to N LJ and M M
units to the right input.
0

3.

MEMORY COGNIZANT EXECUTION

Generally following assumptions are made while evaluating ost of an operator. These are not valid when ost
is a fun tion of available memory and memory is divided
amongst operators:
 It is assumed that ea h operator in a pipeline utilizes
all available memory and input is streamed into it in
pipelined fashion. Thus the ost of an operator is deided by available memory and size of its input. This
assumption is not valid as already des ribed.



0

Same as s heme 2 but with the roles of
left and right inputs reversed.

S heme 3:

In s heme 2, the ost of exe uting the tree rooted at N LJ
in M units of memory would be the summation of ost of
exe uting N LJ in M units of memory, ost of the left input
running in Mtot 1 units of memory and ost of the right
input running in M M units of memory. It is easy to see
that we an not de ide whi h one of the two inputs should
0
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be the left input based only on their sizes and we need evaluate the ost for both the alternatives, hen e the need for
s heme 3.

4.

OPTIMAL DIVISION OF MEMORY FOR
A GIVEN QUERY PLAN

We present here a ru ial building-blo k of our memoryognizant optimizer: the te hnique used in optimally dividing memory among a set of operators running in a pipeline.
When a pipeline is exe uted, all operators in the pipeline
run simultaneously in given memory. The ost of running
su h a pipeline depends upon how mu h memory ea h operator in the pipeline gets, and hen e it is important to hoose
the optimal division of memory among these operators.

4.1 Cost Functions with Arbitrary Shape
In this se tion we onsider optimal memory allo ation for
operators in a pipeline, where operator ost fun tions are of
arbitrary shape. We des ribe our te hnique by rst onsidering the problem of sharing available memory between two
operators. We then onsider three operators, and nally the
general ase with n operators.
Consider a
pipeline P omposed of two operators o1 and o2 with
ost fun tions 1 and 2 respe tively. Let the available
memory be M units. Here, unit refers to a unit of allo ation. We an divide this memory between the two
operators by giving m1 units to operator o1 and m2
units to operator o2 (m1 + m2 = M ). Clearly, the ost
of exe uting the pipeline is a fun tion of this division.
Let p be ost of the pipeline as a fun tion of m1 , with
m2 = M m1 . Thus p (m1 ) = 1 (m1 ) + 2 (M m1 ).
This fun tion an be omputed by inverting the ost
fun tion 2 along the memory axis and adding it to the
ost fun tion 1 . This is shown in Figure 2. We need
to nd value of m1 , say mopt
1 at whi h p is minimal,
say opt
p , as shown in Figure 2. This is the optimal
allo ation to operator o1 . Correspondingly optimal alopt
lo ation to operator o2 will be mopt
m1 .
2 =M

Dividing memory between two operators:

opt

) + 2 (mopt
2 )
For ost fun tions with arbitrary shape we need to
examine all possible division points and al ulate p
for ea h value of m1 from 0 to M . This takes O(M )
time. Note that there is a tradeo between time and
granularity of the unit of memory.
Dividing memory amongst three operators: Consider
a pipeline P omposed of three operators o1 , o2 and
o3 with ost fun tions 1 , 2 and 3 resp. The goal is
opt
to nd optimal memory allo ation, say mopt
1 , m2 and
opt
m3 units to operators o1 , and o2 and o3 resp. su h
that the exe ution ost of pipeline P is minimized and
opt
opt
opt
m1 + m2 + m3 = M . Su h a division is given by:
8i; 1  i  M; 8j; 1  j  M; 8k; 1  k  M :
i + j + k = M ) 1 (i) + 2 (j ) + 3 (k) 
opt
opt
opt
1 (m1 ) + 2 (m2 ) + 3 (m3 )
A naive method would he k all possible ombinations
of memory allo ations and take O(M 3 ) time. But we
an do better by merging the ost fun tions (and thus
the operators) in rementally, as follows:
First, we onsider two operators o1 and o2 and nd
ost of a pipeline P onsisting these two operators
as a fun tion of memory used by the pipeline. Thus
we need to al ulate the optimal ost of running the
pipeline P with memory i, for ea h i : 0  i  M .
The ost fun tion of P stores the optimal division of
memory along with the ost value for ea h memory
point i (i.e. amount of memory j and k to be given to
operators o1 and o2 resp., where j + k = i). With this
the operators o1 and o2 are virtually merged into plan
P with a ost fun tion de ned for it.
For further
memory division operations, say between plan P and
some other operator or plan, the plan P will be treated
as a super-operator.
We an al ulate optimal division for a given memory
size i and hen e ost of running the pipeline P with
memory size i in O(M ) time. To al ulate this for
all i : 0  i  M we need O(M 2 ) time. Thus the
ost fun tion of the pipeline P is al ulated in O(M 2 )
time.
Next, we nd the optimal memory division between
the plan P and the operator o3 . On e we get this
opt
division, say mopt
3 and mp , we an tra e ba k optimal
opt
division of memory mp between operators o1 and o2 .
Dividing memory amongst n operators: Consider a
general ase: a pipeline P omposed of n operators
o1 , o2 , ..., and on with ost fun tions 1 , 2 , ..., n
respe tively. To nd the optimal memory division
amongst these operators we extend the strategy used
for the pipeline with 3 operators, and merge the ost
fun tions/operators in rementally. We merge the ost
fun tions of two operators to get their ombined ost
fun tion. Then we merge this ombined ost fun tion
with the ost fun tion of the third operator to get the
ombined ost fun tion of three operators. We ontinue in this manner and merge all operator ost fun tions to get the ost fun tion of the pipeline P . Now,
1 (m1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

we an tra e ba k ea h step and nd, from the ost
fun tions of the intermediate plans, the optimal memory allo ation within ea h of these intermediate plans.
This takes O(n:M 2 ) time for ost fun tions with arbitrary shape.
Pro edure: This pro edure optimally merges
two input ost fun tions running in pipeline and generates the ombined optimal ost fun tion along with the
optimal memory division for all memory points. Time
omplexity of this pro edure depends upon shape of
the input ost fun tions. If the input ost fun tions
are of arbitrary shape then the pro edure examines all
possible memory division alternatives for ea h memory
point and the omplexity is O(M 2 ).

OptM erge

In the next se tion, we onsider how to redu e the ost asso iated with the memory division operation using pie ewiselinear approximations of the ost fun tions.

4.2 Piecewise Linear Approximation of Cost
Functions
Consider a pipeline P with two operators o1 and o2 with
ost fun tions 1 and 2 resp. Let ost fun tion of the
pipeline be p . If the ost fun tions 1 and 2 are linear, the
pro edure OptM erge de ned in previous subse tion takes
onstant time. Assume that 1 has slope slope1 in range 0
to m1 (m1  M ) and slope 0 in range m1 to M i.e. allo ating memory beyond m1 units yields no bene t. And 2 has
slope slope2 in the range 0 to m2 (m2  M ) and slope 0 in
range m2 to M . Assuming that providing more memory will
not in rease the ost of an operator/plan, the ost fun tions
are non-in reasing and slopes are non-positive (slope1  0
and slope2  0).
The OptM erge pro edure simply allo ates maximum possible memory to the operator whi h gains more per unit
memory allo ation (i.e., the ost fun tion of whi h has less
slope2 ) and allo ates the remaining memory to the other operator. Let slope1  slope2 . The pro edure would allo ate
m1 units of memory to operator o1 and p follows the slope
slope1 in the range 0 to m1 . Next, it allo ates m2 units
(m2 <= M m1 ) of memory to operator o2 , and p follows
the slope slope2 in the range m1 to m1 + m2 . For memory
in the range m1 + m2 to M p has slope 0 and ost value
same as that for m1 + m2 .
To use this me hanism, we need to approximate ost fun tions of various operators to linear form. However, even after
this approximation, ost fun tions derived by the pro edure
OptM erge may not be linear: in fa t the derived fun tions
may be pie ewise linear. Thus ost fun tion of a plan an
take pie ewise linear form. Sin e input to OptM erge pro edure an be ost fun tion of a plan, the pro edure needs to
handle pie ewise linear ost fun tions.
Moreover, the ability to handle pie ewise linear ost fun tions means we an use pie ewise-linear approximations for
single-operator ost fun tions. This provides a better approximation than the linear approximation. It is easy to
approximate ost fun tions of various database operators3
2
onsidering sign. If we onsider absolute values then it
would pi k the one with higher slope.
3
in luding multiphase sort and hash operators whi h typially have dis ontinuous ost fun tions w.r.t. memory
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OptM erge

Pro edure for
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to pie ewise linear form.
The OptM erge pro edure dealing with pie ewise linear
ost fun tions is shown in Figure 3. The operation shift by
used in the pro edure shifts the ost fun tion along memory
and ost axis by resp amount. The routine M inM erge used
in the pro edure ompares input ost fun tions for entire
memory range and at ea h memory point pi ks up the lower
ost value.
If the input ost fun tions to this pro edure have o1 and
o2 segments (i.e. number of straight line segments in a pie ewise linear fun tion) resp. and z = max(x; y ) then the number of segments in the output ost fun tion will be  z 2 and
the time omplexity of the pro edure would be O(z 2 log z ).
For ea h given point i, the algorithm essentially he ks
ea h possible memory division, say j units to the rst ost
fun tion and k units to the se ond ost fun tion (i = j + k),
where at least one of j and k is at a hange-over point (a
point where the ost fun tion hanges slope) in the resp.
ost fun tions. And following theorem establishes that the
pro edure orre tly al ulates the optimal ost fun tion of
the pipeline.
If a pipeline tree P omposed of two operators o1
and o2 with ost fun tions 1 and 2 respe tively is exe uted
in memory i, then at least one of the (possibly many) optimal
memory divisions, say j units to o1 and k units to o2 (i =
j + k), is su h that at least one of j and k is at a hange-over
point.
Proof: Assume that there is no su h optimal division. Consider one of the optimal divisions of the available memory
i, say j units to o1 and k units to o2 (i = j + k). Neither
of i and j is at hangeover point. We ome up with an alternate memory division, say j 0 units to o1 and k0 units to
o2 (i = j 0 + k0 ) su h that at least one of j 0 and k0 is at a
hange-over point and 1 (j 0 ) + 2 (k0 )  1 (j ) + 2 (k).
Assume that the point j lies on segment s1 in 1 and k
on segment s2 on 2 . Assume further that the segment s1
begins at memory point bs1 and ends at memory point es1
and the segment s2 begins at memory point bs2 and ends at
memory point es2 .
Let the slopes of the segments s1 and s2 be slopes1 and
slopes2 resp. Assuming that providing more memory will
not in rease the ost of an operator/plan, the ost fun tions
are non-in reasing and slopes are non-positive (slopes1  0
and slopes2  0) though the algorithm does not depend on
this assumption.

Theorem:

We onsider three ases:
slopes1 = slopes2
Consider two sub ases:

Case I:

Cast I.A:

j

bs1

 es2

k

Let j = bs1 and k = k + j bs1 .
It is easy to see that
1 (j ) + 2 (k ) = 1 (j ) + 2 (k ) and j + k = i.
0

0

0

0

Cast I.B:

j

0

bs1 > es2

k

0

Let j = j es2 + k and k = es2 .
It is easy to see that
1 (j ) + 2 (k ) = 1 (j ) + 2 (k ) and j + k = i.
0

0

Case II:

0

0

0

0

slopes1 > slopes2

Consider two sub ases:
Cast II.A:

j

bs1

 es2

k

Let j = bs1 and k = k + j bs1 .
It is easy to see that
1 (j ) + 2 (k ) < 1 (j ) + 2 (k ) and j + k = i.
0

0

0

0

j
j =j

bs1 > es2 k
es2 + k and k0

0

0

Cast II.B:

0

0

Let
= es2 .
It is easy to see that
1 (j ) + 2 (k ) < 1 (j ) + 2 (k ) and j + k = i.
0

Case III:

0

0

slopes1 < slopes2

Symmetri to ase II.

We see that in all the ases, either j or k is at hangeover
point and this alternative division in urs ost equal to or less
than that in urred by the original division. This ontradi ts
the assumption made in the beginning, hen e the proof. 2
0

0

If the pie ewise linear approximation introdu es maximum error of Æ at any memory point in ea h operator
ost fun tion in a plan with n operators then ost of the
plan al ulated using pie ewise linear approximation will be
within nÆ of the a tual ost.

5. VOLCANO OPTIMIZER BACKGROUND
In this se tion we des ribe the basi Vol ano query optimizer[3℄. First we des ribe an AND-OR DAG representation for the sear h spa e of all possible query plans. Then
we des ribe the vol ano sear h algorithm.

5.1 The DAG Representation of Queries
An AND{OR DAG is a dire ted a y li graph whose nodes
an be divided into AND-nodes and OR-nodes; the ANDnodes have only OR-nodes as hildren and OR-nodes have
only AND-nodes as hildren.
An AND-node in the AND-OR DAG orresponds to an
algebrai operation, su h as the join operation (1) or a sele t
operation ( ). It represents the expression de ned by the
operation and its inputs. Hereafter, we refer to the ANDnodes as operation nodes. An OR-node in the AND-OR
DAG represents a set of logi al expressions that generate the
same result set; the set of su h expressions is de ned by the
hildren AND nodes of the OR node, and their inputs. We
shall refer to the OR-nodes as equivalen e nodes hen eforth.
The given query tree is initially represented dire tly in
the AND-OR DAG formulation. For example, the query
tree of Figure 4(a) is initially represented in the AND-OR

DAG formulation, as shown in Figure 4(b). Equivalen e
nodes (OR-nodes) are shown as boxes, while operation nodes
(AND-nodes) are shown as ir les.
The initial AND-OR DAG is then expanded by applying all possible transformations on every node of the initial query DAG representing the given set of queries. Suppose the only transformations possible are join asso iativity
and ommutativity. Then the plans A 1 (B 1 C ) and
(A 1 C ) 1 B , as well as several plans equivalent to these
modulo ommutativity an be obtained by transformations
on the initial AND-OR-DAG of Figure 4(b). These are represented in the DAG shown in Figure 4( ). We shall refer to
the DAG after all transformations have been applied as the
expanded DAG. Note that the expanded DAG has exa tly
one equivalen e node for every subset of fA; B; C g; the node
represents all ways of omputing the joins of the relations
in that subset.

5.2 Physical AND-OR DAG
Properties of the results of an expression, su h as sort
order, that do not form part of the logi al data model are
alled physi al properties. Physi al properties of intermediate results are important, sin e e.g. if an intermediate result
is sorted on a join attribute, the join ost an potentially be
redu ed by using a merge join. It is straightforward to rene the above AND-OR DAG representation to represent
physi al properties and obtain a physi al AND-OR DAG4 .

5.3 The Volcano Search Algorithm
The Vol ano Sear h Engine follows a top-down, goal-driven
approa h. It generates the logi al DAG and expands it into
the physi al DAG on the y. We present below parts of the
Vol ano sear h algorithm, that are relevant to our optimization algorithms. Figure 6 in Appendix A shows a simpli ed
version of the Vol ano sear h algorithm.
Before the Vol ano sear h algorithm is alled on a query,
the initial query DAG orresponding to the given query is
reated. Next, the initial DAG is fully expanded by applying
the transformations as des ribed earlier, to get an expanded
logi al AND-OR DAG. The sear h pro edure is then alled
on the root of the expanded logi al AND-OR DAG. (Note:
the des ription of Vol ano in [3℄ does not make this separation expli it, but the a tual implementation does follow
this two phase approa h for ompleteness of transformations
[5℄.)
The input to the Vol ano sear h pro edure is a logi al
equivalen e node, an initial physi al property spe i ation
and an optional ost limit.
The sear h pro edure tries alternative enfor ers and algorithms for the operation nodes below the equivalen e node,
re ursively alling itself to nd the best plan for the inputs
of the operation nodes. A ost limit is passed as a parameter to the sear h algorithm, and if the umulative ost of an
operation node and the osts of the best plans for its inputs
hosen so far ex eeds the limit, the operation node an be
abandoned from onsideration.
On e the best plan for an (equivalen e node, physi al
4
For example, an equivalen e node is re ned to multiple
physi al equivalen e nodes, one per required physi al property, in the physi al AND-OR DAG. Enfor er operation
nodes, su h as sort also get introdu ed.
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(Commutativity not shown - every join node has
another join node with inputs exchanged, below
the same equivalence node)
(a) Initial Query

(b) DAG representation of query

(c) Expanded DAG after transformations

Figure 4: Initial Query and DAG Representations

pair is found, it is stored in ase it needs to be
reused. Therefore, in fa t, the rst thing to he k before
performing the above optimization for a given node and a
given physi al property is to he k for potential reuse. If a
plan mat hing the property spe i ation is found among the
plans stored at the equivalen e node, and the plan satis es
the ost limit, the plan is returned; if a plan is found but does
not satisfy the ost limit a failure indi ation is returned. If
there is no plan for the expression and the property spe i ation, then a tual optimization (as des ribed above) starts.
The best plan for a logi al equivalen e node, physi al
property pair (thus, a physi al equivalen e node) is ompa tly spe i ed by merely noting the orresponding physial operation node, and its input physi al equivalen e nodes.
The overall best plan is re onstru ted when required by reursively looking up the best plan for the inputs.

the operator/plan whi h in urs minimum ost at that
memory size.

property )



0

runs
fully before O starts exe uting. Thus full memory an be allo ated to P . This will result in
minimum exe ution ost for P and it will be
P :CostF un tion(M axAvailM em). The memory to be allo ated to operator O annot be deided independently of what type of edge it will
be onne ted to its parent by and what is the exe ution ost of its parent/as endents. Thus ost
fun tion of the plan P will be the ost fun tion
of O with P :CostF un tion(M axAvailM em), a
onstant, added for ea h memory point.
8i; 1  i  M axAvailM em :
P:CostF un tion(i) = O:CostF un tion(i)+
P :CostF un tion(M axAvailM em)

{ Edge between



While omparing alternative operators or plans, for
evaluating an expression (OR node in Vol ano DAG
framework), ompare their ost fun tions for ea h memory size. If one operator/plan is onsistently better
than other in the entire memory range, retain the
operator/plan with less ost and dis ard the operator/plan with more ost. If one operator/plan is better at some memory range and other one is better at
some other memory range, maintain both of them indi ating whi h one in better in whi h range. The ost
of the expression at a memory size m is the ost of

and

P0

is blo ked:

P0

0

0

0

In this se tion we present an overview of the extensions
to make the Vol ano optimizer algorithm memory ognizant.
Details of the memory ognizant optimization algorithm are
presented in Appendix B.
Our exe ution algorithms (des ribed in Se tion 3) for query
operators in lude memory-awareness and division of memory among on urrent operators. In this framework, we propose following extensions to make the optimization pro ess
memory- ognizant:
While evaluating ost of an operator (AN D node in
Vol ano DAG framework), evaluate ost fun tions for
all the exe ution s hemes (as de ned in se tion 3) and
for ea h memory size pi k the one with the minimum
ost. Note that the inputs to the operator are already
optimized and we know their ost fun tions.

O

0

6. MEMORY COGNIZANT OPTIMIZATION



While evaluating ost of a plan P (AN D node in Volano DAG framework), given ost fun tion of root operator O and that of sub-plan P = P n O, we onsider
following possibilities:

0

is pipelined: O and
run simultaneously in memory allo ated to the
plan P . The ost fun tion of P is obtained by
OptM erge-ing ost fun tion of O and that of P .
Re all the de nition of the pro edure OptM erge
from Se tion 4.
P:CostF un tion =
OptM erge(O:CostF un tion; P :CostF un tion)

{ Edge between

P

0

O

and

P0

0

0

6.1 Breaking Pipelined Edges
Consider a pipelinable plan P and a pipeline edge E in it.
If we break the plan P at edge E we get two independent
subplans P1 and P2 and these plans an be s heduled separately. Let us assume that output of plan P1 is fed to plan
P2 through edge E .
We have two options for evaluating plan P :



S hedule whole plan P in given memory with the edge
E behaving as a pipeline edge. Here all operators in
the plan P exe ute simultaneously sharing available
memory. There is no I/O in urred at edge E , as it is
a pipeline edge.



S hedule P1 rst, store its output on disk. Then s hedule P2 with its input being read from disk. Here, as
P is divided into two parts and ea h part is s heduled
separately, operators will have more memory for exeution. However, we in ur materialization I/O at edge
E whi h now behaves as a blo king edge.

Clearly, there is a tradeo between letting the edge E behave as a pipeline edge and breaking it to make it behave
as a blo king edge. If it is a pipelined edge, no materialization IO is in urred but operators in P will get less memory
for exe ution as all the operators in the plan exe ute simultaneously in the available memory. If the edge E is a
blo king edge, materialization IO is in urred but as the operators in the plan are divided into two independent plans
and s heduled separately, the operators will get more memory for exe ution.
We in orporate, into our memory ognizant optimizer, a
ost-based te hnique for de iding when to break a pipelined
edge and is des ribed below.
Consider a plan P feeding its output to parent C in pipelined
fashion. Let the pipelined ost fun tion of P be P P C (with
its output edge pipelined and no IO in urred at it). And
let read/write ost be IO at its output edge if it is blo ked.
The problem is to de ide at ea h memory point, say i:





Let the plan P and its parent C exe ute in pipelined
fashion. The ost of the plan P is P P C (i).
Let the plan P exe ute independent of its parent C
utilizing all available memory, say M axAvailM em5
and write intermediate result to disk whi h will be
read by the parent C . The ost of the plan P is
P P C (M axAvailM em 1) + IO. Note that it is independent of the available memory i.6

Let blo king ost fun tion of plan P be BP C (with its
output edge blo ked and IO in urred at it). It is given by:
8i; 1  i  M axAvailM em :
BP C (i) = P (M axAvailM em 1) + IO
The optimal ost fun tion for plan P with the blo king
de ision in orporated within is given by:
M inM erge(P P C; BP C )
The routine M inM erge ompares two input ost fun tions for the entire memory range and at ea h memory point
pi ks up the lower ost value. Thus applying M inM erge
hooses better of the options: blo king and pipelining the
edge. Figure 5 shows the operation graphi ally. If an operator or a plan is made to exe ute in memory less than ertain
threshold m ut off , it will, instead, utilize full memory and
write its output to disk. For a ost fun tion with arbitrary
shape the time omplexity of this de ision is O(M ), whereas
for a pie ewise linear ost fun tion with x linear segments it
is O(x).
5

A tually, hild will get (M axAvailM em 1) for its exeution as one unit of memory will be used for holding the
intermediate tuples as they are written to disk.
6
A tually, we need 1  i sin e at least one bu er is needed
to read ba k the intermediate result from disk and feed the
parent.

PPC
BPC
cost

IO

0

mcut-off

memory

M

Figure 5: Breaking a pipelined edge

7. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this se tion we des ribe our experimental setup and the
results obtained.
The 1PO and 2PO algorithms are based on Vol ano query
optimizer. The rst phase of 2PO (whi h uses the basi volano optimizer to optimize the query in onventional manner) assumes that ea h operator in the plan uses all available
memory.
The memory blo k size is taken as 4K. Standard te hniques are used for estimating osts, using statisti s about
relations. The ost estimates ontain an I/O omponent and
a CPU omponent. The metri used to ompare the goodness of the optimization algorithms is the estimated ost of
the optimal plan produ ed by the optimizer; all our ost
numbers are estimates from the optimizer.
The tests are performed on a Sun workstation with UltraSpar 10 333Mhz pro essor, 256MB main memory, running
Solaris 5.7.

Test Queries
We tested our algorithms with around 20,000 randomly generated queries on a TPCD-based star s hema similar to the
one proposed by [9℄. The s hema has a entral orders fa t
table, and four dimension tables part, supplier, ustomer
and time. The size of ea h of these tables is same as that in
the TPCD-1 database. This orresponds to base data size of
approximately 1 GB. Ea h generated query is of the form:
sele t sum(quantity)
from orders, supplier, part, ustomer, time
where join-list and sele t-list
group by groupby-list;

The join-list enfor es equality between attributes of the
order fa t table and primary keys of the dimension tables.
The sele t-list i.e., the predi ates for the sele ts are generated by sele ting some attributes at random from the join
result, and reating random equality or inequality predi ates
on the attributes. The groupby-list is generated by pi king a
subset of f ustkey, suppkey, partkey, ustkey, month, yearg
at random.
We randomly hoose, between 10 blo ks to 10,000 blo ks,
the total memory available to exe ution engine and this
forms part of the input to the optimizer.

Experimental Results
We tested total 23,603 randomly generated queries and performan e bene t of 1PO over 2PO is reported below7 :
Cost Redu tion of 1PO over 2PO #Queries %Queries
00-10 %
22682
96.097
10-20 %
57
0.241
20-30 %
527
2.232
30-40 %
238
1.001
40-50 %
99
0.419
The maximum ost redu tion reported by 1PO over 2PO
in our experiments is 50%. For around 96% of the queries
redu tion is between 0% to 10%, and for only 4% of the
queries redu tion is between 10% to 50%. Thus, for the lass
of queries we onsidered, 1PO gives bene ts, but generally
2PO performs about as well as 1PO.
The average optimization time taken by 2PO and 1PO is
shown in the table below:
Algorithm Optimization Time (mse )
2PO
150
1PO
1110
The ost based pruning feature of Vol ano is not implemented in 1PO algorithm and 1PO explores full sear h
spa e. Whereas, 2PO uses standard vol ano implementation
in its rst phase and hen e in ludes ost based pruning.

8.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have designed eÆ ient te hniques to divide available
memory optimally among operators in a pipeline. If done
naively, this pro ess is impra ti al. We showed how to improve optimization time by using pie ewise linear approximation for the ost-versus-memory fun tions of various operators and this made evaluation of 1PO feasible.
It has been onje tured that 1PO will perform no better
than 2PO, but there has been no published eviden e of this
laim. We designed a pra ti al ost-based algorithm for 1PO
and ompared it against 2PO. For the lass of queries we
onsidered, 1PO gives bene ts, but generally 2PO performs
about as well as 1PO. Thus, the preliminary results indi ate
that using 1PO for query optimization may not be bene ial.
This is a good news in general as the optimizer remains
simpler and faster.
The te hniques developed here are of independent interest
and an very well be applied to other problems.
The ost of a query plan depends on many parameters and
available memory is just one of them. We see a natural onne tion between memory ognizant optimization and parametri query optimization and onsider applying te hniques
developed in ontext of memory ognizant optimization to
solve general parametri query optimization problem.
Unlike simple predi ates and expressions, in Obje tRelational Database (ORDB), expensive predi ates operate
on large omplex data types and onsume signi ant memory. This resour e usage should be taken into onsideration during optimization. Thus the te hniques developed
7
Sin e we are using stri tly ost-based exhaustive exploration of the sear h spa e, 1PO will never miss a 2PO plan,
and hen e is atleast as heap as 2PO.

for memory ognizant query optimization an be easily applied to query optimization in ORDB. We wish to explore
the possibility of integrating memory allo ation de isions
with the ORDB optimizer.
We propose to modify some query exe ution engine to
make it memory ognizant. Su h an exe ution engine will
take the optimized plan from the optimizer along with the
memory allo ation number for ea h operator, pipeline or
blo king de ision for ea h edge, sequen ing de isions of the
pipelinable segments in the plan and exe ute the plan a ordingly.
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APPENDIX



A. VOLCANO OPTIMIZER ALGORITHM
Figure 6 presents pseudo ode for basi vol ano query optimization algorithm.



B.



B.1

MEMORY COGNIZANT VOLCANO
Extended Cost Function and Plan

We present here some de nitions and extensions that are
used in memory ognizant optimization algorithm.
A onventional optimizer has a single value as ost for an
operator or a query plan and its orresponding (LogExp,
P hysP rop) pair. Here we have a ost asso iated with ea h
memory size, i.e. we de ne ost as a fun tion of memory
size. We refer to a fun tion of ost versus memory size as
CostF un tion(m), and we have one su h ost fun tion for
ea h operator and query plan with a (LogExp; P hysP rop)
pair. P lan:CostF un tion(m) denotes ost fun tion of a
plan, AlgorithmCostF un tion(m) denotes ost fun tion of
an algorithm and Enf or erCostF un tion(m) denotes ost
fun tion of an enfor er.
For ea h operator, as we are onsidering a range of memory, more than one memory ognizant exe ution s hemes (as
des ribed in se tion 3) may be optimal, ea h being optimal
in a parti ular memory range.
Further, for a (LogExp; P hysP rop) pair, as we are onsidering the range of memory, more than one physi al plan
may be optimal, ea h being optimal in a parti ular memory
range8 . The optimal P lan for a (LogExp; P hysP rop) pair
will ontain a list of pairs. Ea h pair will ontain a range of
memory size and an optimal physi al plan in that range. A
physi al plan P spe i ed with a memory range (x,y) implies
that the optimal way of evaluating the (LogExp; P hysP rop)
pair, given that the memory size is in the range (x,y), is by
using the plan P .
A onventional optimizer has a single value as a ost
limit. Here we have a ost limit for ea h memory point.
We use CostLimitF un tion(m) to denote a fun tion giving
the value of the ost limit for memory m.
Additionally, in a ost fun tion for a (LogExp; P hysP rop)
pair, an algorithm or an enfor er, we may have a segment
where we have no optimal plan or exe ution s heme but a
failure indi ation. In this segment, the ost fun tion a tually indi ates a ost limit on the plan. The ost of the plan
will be more than the ost fun tion at ea h memory point
in this range.

B.2

Operations on Cost Functions

Let M axAvailM em be the available memory. We de ne
following operators on CostF un tion:

 all : ostF un tionx all ostF un tiony means,
8i; 1  i  M axAvailM em :
ostF un tionx (i)  ostF un tiony (i)
 >all : ostF un tionx >all ostF un tiony means,
8i; 1  i  M axAvailM em :
ostF un tionx (i) > ostF un tiony (i)

8

This may in rease the sear h spa e



B.3

AddCostF un tions:

It takes two CostF un tions as arguments, and reates a new CostF un tion by adding
the input CostF un tions at ea h memory point.
Subtra tCostF un tion: it takes two CostF un tions
as arguments, and reates a new CostF un tion by subtra ting se ond input CostF un tion from the rst one.
M inM erge: It ompares two ost fun tions for the entire memory range and at ea h memory point pi ks up
the lower ost value.
OptM erge: It optimally ombines the CostF un tions
of the two operators/plans whi h run simultaneously.
Given two CostF un tions orresponding to two plans
it divides the memory available between the two plans
su h that the ombined exe ution ost is minimized
and does this for all memory points from 0 and
M axAvailM em. This pro edure has been des ribed
in Se tion 4.

Detailed Algorithm

Figure 7 shows the Memory Cognizant Vol ano Sear h
Algorithm F indBestP lan.
The fun tion F indBestP lan returns:






SU CCESS : when the optimized plan optP lan for the
(LogExp; P hysP rop) pair to be optimized is s.t.
optP lan:CostF un tion() all CostLimitF un tion.



F AILU RE : when the optimized plan optP lan for
(LogExp; P hysP rop) pair to be optimized is s.t.
optP lan:CostF un tion() >all CostLimitF un tion.
P ART IAL SU CCESS : when the optimized plan
optP lan for the (LogExp; P hysP rop) pair to be optimized is s.t. m; 1 i M axAvailM em :
optP lan:CostF un tion()(m) CostLimitF un tion(m).

9

 



To optimize a given (LogExp; P hysP rop) pair within a
given ostLimitF un tion, if there has been no previous attempt to optimize this (LogExp; P hysP rop) pair, the sear h
algorithm pro eeds as follows: It rst applies transformation
on the given logi al expression to generate all equivalent
logi al expressions. Figure 8 shows pseudo ode for appli ation of transformations. Then it re ursively optimizes transformed (LogExp; P hysP rop) pairs by applying ea h appliable operator (algorithm or enfor er) with the spe i ed ost
limit.
If there has been a previous attempt to optimize this
(LogExp; P hysP rop) pair then we have a plan and ost
fun tion available. The (LogExp; P hysP rop) pair may have
su essful plan in some memory ranges and failures w.r.t the
previous ost limit in some other memory ranges.
If the plan returned by the previous attempt has
at least one point with failure indi ation and ost less
than the ost limit then we need to reoptimize the the
(LogExp; P hysP rop) pair.
Else, if for ea h memory point we have a su essful plan
and the ost limit is more than or equal to the ost of the
plan at ea h point we return SU CCESS along with the
plan. Else, if the plan has ost less than or equal to the ost
limit at some point we return P ART IAL F AILU RE along

Pro edure FindBestPlan(LogExp; P hysP rop; Limit)
if the pair LogExpr and P hysP rop is in the lookup table
if the ost in the lookup table < Limit
return P lan and Cost
else return failure
else /* Optimization required */
reate the set of possible \moves" from
appli able transformations,
algorithms that give the required P hysP rop and
enfor ers for the required P hysP rop
for ea h move in the move set
if the move uses a transformation
apply the transformation reating N ewLogExpr
all FindBestPlan(N ewLogExpr; P hysP rop; Limit)
else if the move uses an algorithm
Limit = Limit - ost of the algorithm
for ea h input I of the algorithm while Limit  0
determine required physi al properties P P for I
Cost = FindBestPlan(I; P P; Limit)
else

Limit

= Limit

Cost

/* Move uses an enfor er */
Limit = Limit - ost of enfor er
modify P hysP rop for enfor ed property
all FindBestPlan for LogExpr with modi ed P hysP rop

/* Maintain the lookup table of explored fa ts */
if LogExpr is not in the lookup table
insert LogExpr into the lookup table
insert P hysP rop and best plan found into lookup table
Figure 6: Vol ano Sear h Algorithm

with the plan. Else the plan has, at ea h memory point, ost
greater than the ost limit and hen e we return F AILU RE .
Figure 9 shows appli ation of an algorithm. Appli ation
of an enfor er is similar and an be found in [4℄. Appli ation of an operator is done as follows: First we evaluate ost
fun tion of the operator. We need to optimize its hildren
and for this we need to evaluate hild ost limit. As of now,
we do not know exa tly how mu h memory the tree rooted
at this operator is going to take. For al ulating the hild
ost limit, we assume that the tree will exe ute in memory
M axAvailM em units.
If an edge between the operator and the hild is pipelined
and the operator takes M axAvailM em i units of memory, the hild will take i units of memory. Thus the hild
ost limit for memory i, with pipelined edge, is al ulated
by subtra ting the ost of the operator at memory point
M axAvailM em i from the ost limit of the plan at memory point M axAvailM em.
If an edge between the operator and the hild is blo ked
the hild ost limit is al ulated by subtra ting the ost of
the operator running in memory M axAvailM em and materialization ost at the edge.
The ost limit passed to the hild is the maximum of the
two hild ost limits des ribed above at ea h memory point.

After optimizing ea h hild we merge the ost of the hild
with that of the plan ost and this plan ost is used as the
operator ost to al ulate the ost limit of the next hild to
be optimized.
If the hild optimization returns F AILU RE (i.e. within
the given ost limit, the optimizer ould not nd a
plan even for a single memory point) then for the given
(LogExp; P hysP rop) pair there exists no plan within the
given ost limit for any memory points, and the optimizer
returns F AILU RE . Instead, if the hild optimization returns a plan for even a single memory point with the given
ost limit, the optimization ontinues.
Finally when the optimization is over, if the optimizer
ould nd plans within the given ost limit for all memory
points, it returns SU CCESS . If it ould nd plans within
the given ost limit for some memory points but not for
all of them, then it returns P ART IAL SU CCESS . The
ost fun tion will have multiple segments. If for a memory
range we get a su essful plan then within that range the
ost fun tion will indi ate su ess along with the plan. If no
su essful plan is found in a memory range failure will be
indi ated in that range along with the ost limit. If no plan
is found within the given ost limit at any of the points in
the given memory range then it returns F AILU RE .

FindBestPlan(LogExp; P hysP rop; CostLimitF un tion)
if the pair LogExpr and P hysP rop is in the lookup table with P lan as the optimal plan
/* optimized already, attempting reuse */
if there exists a memory point i at whi h P lan is failed and its ost is < CostLimitF un tion(i)
goto Label X /* reoptimization required */
else /* no reoptimization required */
if for all memory points i, P lan is su essful and its ost  CostLimitF un tion(i)
return (SU CCESS , P lan)
else if there exists a memory point i where P lan is su essful and its ost  CostLimitF un tion(i)
return (P ART IAL SU CCESS , P lan)
else return F AILU RE /* for all memory points i, P lan ost > CostLimitF un tion(i)
else

/* Optimization required */

Label X :
(Result; P lan)

= ApplyT ransf ormations(LogExpr; P hysP rop; CostLimitF un tion)
/* if plan returned, merge it with the planGroup optPlan */
if Result 6= F AILU RE then
optP lan = M inM erge(optP lan; P lan)
CostLimitF un tion = optP lan:CostF un tion()

(Result; P lan) = ApplyAlgorithms(LogExpr; P hysP rop; CostLimitF un tion)
/* if plan returned, merge it with the planGroup optPlan */
if Result 6= F AILU RE then
optP lan = M inM erge(optP lan; P lan)
CostLimitF un tion = optP lan:CostF un tion()

(Result; P lan) = ApplyEnf or ers(LogExpr; P hysP rop; CostLimitF un tion)
/* if plan returned, merge it with the planGroup optPlan */
if Result 6= F AILU RE then
optP lan = M inM erge(optP lan; P lan)
CostLimitF un tion = optP lan:CostF un tion()

/* Maintain the lookup table of explored (expression, physi al property) pairs */
if LogExpr is not in the lookup table
insert LogExpr into the lookup table
insert (LogExp, P hysP rop, optP lan) into lookup table
Figure 7: Memory Cognizant Vol ano Sear h:
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ApplyTransformations(LogExp; P hysP rop; CostLimitF un tion)
for ea h appli able transformation
reate N ewLogExpr by applying the transformation
(Result; P lan) =
FindBestPlan(N ewLogExpr; P hysP rop; CostLimitF un tion)
/* if plan returned, merge it with the planGroup optPlan */
if Result 6= F AILU RE then
optP lan = P lan
CostLimitF un tion

= P lan:CostF un

tion()

if optP lan is su essful for all memory points
return (SU CCESS; optP lan)
if optP lan is su essful for no memory point
return (F AILU RE )
return (P ART IAL SU CCESS; optP lan)
Figure 8: Memory Cognizant Vol ano Sear h:
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ApplyAlgorithms(LogExp; P hysP rop; CostLimitF un tion)
for ea h appli able Algorithm do
if AlgorithmCostF un tion >all CostLimitF un tion
ontinue /* ost of the operator is more than the ost limit */
AlgoP lan:CostF un tion

= AlgorithmCostF un

tion

for ea h input I of the algorithm
for memory i = 1 to M axAvailM em

ChildCostLimit(i) = CostLimitF un tion(M axAvailM em)
M in(AlgorithmCostF un tion(M axAvailM em i);
AlgorithmCostF un tion(M axAvailM em) + CostOf ResultIO(I ))

if 8i : ChildCostLimit(i) < 0
break /* no plan within the given ost limit */
determine required physi al properties P P for I
(Result; P lan) = FindBestPlan(I; P P; ChildCostLimit)
if result = F AILU RE
break /* no plan within the given ost limit */
for memory i = 1 to M axAvailM em

CostW ithChildBlo ked(i) = AlgoP lan:CostF un tion(i)
+P lan:CostF un tion(M axAvailM em)
+CostOf ResultIO(I )

if an edge between the algorithm and the hild I is pipeline edge
/* divide memory optimally between the operator and its hild */

CostW ithChildP ipelined =
OptM erge(AlgoP lan:CostF un tion; P lan:CostF un tion)

/* onsider breaking the pipelined edge */

AlgoP lan:CostF un tion =
M inM erge(CostW ithChildP ipelined; CostW ithChildBlo ked)

else /* blo king edge, full memory is available to the input */
AlgoP lan:CostF un tion

= CostW ithChildBlo

ked

/* Merge the operator plan with the planGroup optPlan */

optP lan = M inM erge(optP lan; AlgoP lan)
CostLimitF un tion = optP lan:CostF un tion()

if optP lan is su essful for all memory points
return (SU CCESS; optP lan)
if optP lan is su essful for no memory point
return (F AILU RE )
return (P ART IAL SU CCESS; optP lan)

Figure 9: Memory Cognizant Vol ano Sear h:
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